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The Stud Mount cable tie from HellermannTyton offers highgrade material for your more complex mounting and
bundling applications. Made to withstand high impact,
modified heat and UV stabilized PA66, these stud mount
cables are perfect for those in the automotive, truck, and
heavy equipment industries. These stud mounts come in
one-piece, two-piece, offset, low-profile, and offset lowprofile applications for any of your bundling or mounting
needs.
Benefits and Features:
•
•
•
•
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Versatile design allows cable routing above,
perpendicular or parallel to stud
Can mount up to three bundles simultaneously,
making efficient use of a single mounting point
Four-pawl, three-tooth design delivers outstanding
stud retention to keep bundles secure
PA46 material option allows use in high-heat
applications

The Cablefix® X and One are specifically designed to offer a
time-saving, simple configuration. These new lines of Lutze
Cablefix® reduce cable entry footprint, providing a higher
cable density and reducing the cabinet space needed. The
indoor and outdoor systems offer protection against dust,
liquids, oil, and coolant spray, making them perfect for all
major electrical cabinets or enclosures.
Benefits and Features:
•
•
•
•

Simple Configuration
UL Type 4X, 12, and 13
Reduce Cable Entry Footprint
Save Time Compared to Individual Cable Glands
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Mersen’s Compact Fused Switch is perfect for panel builders
seeking high protection and easy installation. Its UL 98
listing makes it suitable as a main feeder device in addition
to its easy lockout feature and IP20 rating that ensure safety.
This 30A disconnect is the perfect choice is you’re looking
for reliable disconnect and ease of use.
Features and Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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UL 98 30A Fused disconnect
Smaller footprint compared to a traditional Class CC
disconnect
Accepts Class CC 30A fuses for branch circuit
protection
35mm DIN rail mounted
Built-in lockout/tagout feature
200kA SCCR rating
75°C CU Wire

Rittal Automation Systems allow for simple enclosure
modification and operations. These automated products can
increase the efficiency of your operations from laser cutting
to wire processing. With a full-line of hand tools and material
handling products, Rittal will equip you to conquer the age
of modification automation.
With Rittal Automation Systems, you can:
•
•
•
•
•

Automate Machining
Make Component Mounting More Flexible
Organize Wire Processing
Streamline Wiring
Simplify Handling
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Red Lion’s DA30D data station acts as a central hub for all
your protocol conversion needs. Its three serial ports and 10
Base-T/100 Base-TX Ethernet ports allow for free-flowing
communication among devices, including ethernet to
ethernet protocols. It’s one crucial step from Red Lion to
help you move toward IIoT.
Benefits and Features:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rugged IP40-Rated Enclosure
Three Serial Communication Ports
Alarm Notifications via Email or SMS
Supports Over 300 Industrial Protocols
Built-in Web Server for Remote Access
SD Card Socket for Data Logging
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News Around the Industry
•
•
•

The basics of smart machines
Eight selection criteria for actuation components
Robots at Your Service
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